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Abstract
Weconsider work extraction fromN copies of a quantum system.When the samework-extraction
process is implemented on each copy, the relative size ofﬂuctuations is expected to decay as N1 .
Here, we consider protocols where the copies can be processed collectively, and show that in this case
workﬂuctuations can disappear exponentially fast inN. As a consequence, a considerable proportion
of the average extractable work can be obtained almost deterministically by globally processing a
few copies of the state. This is derived in the two canonical scenarios for work extraction: (i) in
thermally isolated systems, where corresponds to the energy difference between initial and passive
states, known as the ergotropy, and (ii) in the presence of a thermal bath, where is given by the free
energy difference between initial and thermal states.
1. Introduction
Fluctuations play a crucial role inmicroscopic systems, which hasmotivated enormous efforts to build a theory
of thermodynamics for smallﬂuctuating systems, both classical [1] and quantum [2–4]. Particularly relevant is
the question of how to extend the celebrated second law of thermodynamics. A standard formulation of this law
is that the averagework consumed or extracted from a system in a process is bounded by its change of free
energy. Since this law concerns averagework, one can naturally askwhat can be said about itsﬂuctuations. This
question has lead to very interesting insights, which notably include ﬂuctuation theorems [4] and extensions of
the free energy to the nanoscale regime [5, 6]. This rich behaviour is smoothed out in themacroscopic limit,
where ﬂuctuations can usually be neglectedwith respect to average quantities. To formalise this limit, considerN
identical copies of a quantum system, ρ⊗N, and assume that the samework extraction process is implemented
on eachρ. Then, the law of large numbers ensures thatwork ﬂuctuations have a size proportional to N ,
whereas averagework scales asN. The relative size ofﬂuctuationswill hence decay as N1 , regardless of the
speciﬁc protocol being implemented. The universality of this behaviour builds a clear intuition that (work)
ﬂuctuations disappear in the limit N1 0.
In this article, we also consider work extraction from ρ⊗N, but away from the thermodynamic limit
N1 0, so thatN can be small. Crucially, we consider processes where theN copies of ρ can be processed
collectively, hence assuming a high level of control. In this case, using concentration results fromprobability and
information theory [7, 8], weﬁnd that workﬂuctuations can disappear exponentially fast inN. This isﬁrst
derived in thermally isolated systems, where the amount of extractable work from a state ρ is given by its
ergotropy r( )erg [9], i.e. the energy difference between ρ and its passive state [10, 11].While the concepts of
ergotropy and passivity have been explored for average quantities [9–14], our results show that a large
proportion of rÄ( )Nerg can be extractedwithout ﬂuctuations bymeans of global operations.We note that the
relevance of workﬂuctuations has been characterised in the creation of correlations fromwork [15], and in the
charging of a quantumbattery consisting of an harmonic oscillator [16].We also study the decay of work
ﬂuctuations in the presence of a thermal bath. In this case, ﬂuctuation-free protocols have been extensively
studied in the last years within theﬁeld of single-shot thermodynamics [5, 6, 17–25], and our results provide new
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concern states that are diagonal in the energy basis, as the deﬁnition of workﬂuctuations in coherent systems is
subtle and an active area of research [30].
2.Work extraction fromN two-level systems
We start by considering an illustrative scenariowherework is extracted from a system Smade up ofN identical
qubits (spins). This ismodelled by putting S in contact with awork repositoryW, which can extract or give
energy to S. The totalHamiltonian of SW readsH=HS+HW, where  = å Ä Ä= Ä - Ä - +H hS iN i N i1 1 1with
n= ñá∣ ∣h 1 1 , and = å ñá=- ∣ ∣H w w wW j LL j j j with n=w jj and LN. Energy is transferred from S toW via
unitary operations that satisfy
=[ ] ( )U H, 0, 1
which ensures that energy extracted/consumed from S comes solely fromW. The initial state of SW is taken to
be a product state
s r= Ä ñáÄ ∣ ∣ ( )0 0 , 2N
with r = - ñá + ñá( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣p p1 0 0 1 1 being the single-qubit densitymatrix.We also assume p>1/2 so that the
qubits have initially population inversions and can transfer energy toW.
Work is quantiﬁed as energy exchanges in the state ofW, which starts with awell-deﬁned energy3. Given (2),
the probability to extract an amount of workw throughU reads s= á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣†P w w U U wTrS , i.e. the probability
thatW has raised from0 tow. Our goal is tomaximise P(w) over all protocols, and hencewe deﬁne
s= á ñ˜( ) ( ∣ ( )∣ ) ( )†P w w U U wmax Tr , 3
U
S
where themaximisation runs overUʼs that satisfy (1). Note that in principle the optimalU depends onw. To
compute of (3), we takew=kν and consider transitions in degenerate energy levels of SW, which is imposed
by(1). Considering a global energyESW=jν (with Î ¼{ }j N0, , ) the populations of SW are distributed as:





j states of SW at energy ESW=jν, eachwith
probability º -( ) ( )p j p p1j j.
• Target state:W is at nñ∣k , and there are -CNj k states at energy ESW=jν. Note that initially these states are not
populated.
The protocol that achieves n˜( )P k is the one thatmoves asmuch probability as possible from the initial to the
target state in each degenerate energyESW=jν. Sincewe only consider diagonal states, it is enough to consider
permutations within each subspace thatmove the highest populations to the desired state (note that creating
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Deﬁning the single-qubit ergotropy [9] (see also (14) for a deﬁnition of the ergotropy)
 nº -( ) ( )p2 1 , 6qbit
we focus on the case n g= -( )k N 1qbit , with nº -( )p2 1qbit so that g= - -( )( )k N p2 1 1 with
g Î ( )0, 1 .We then useHoeffding’s inequality [8], which in the particular case of a Binomial distributionwith
3
At this point, the separation betweenwork and heatmay be a bit ambiguous, since energy acquired byWmight have ﬂuctuations, and
hence its entropy can increase. However, in our results theseﬂuctuations turn out to be exponentially small.
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probability of success p andN runs, states that the probability p(l) of obtaining l Np successes is bounded by
 - -( ) ( ( ) )p k Np l Nexp 2 2 . Here, this implies













 g- - -( ( ) ) ( )N p1 exp 2 1 2 , 82 2
where the second inequality follows from + + +⌈( ) ⌉ ( )N k N k2 2 1. An tighter bound can be obtained
through the relative entropy bound on the binomial tail  - ( )( ) (P l ND pexp lN where =( ∣∣ )D x y
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where once again the second inequality follows from + + +⌈( ) ⌉ ( )N k N k2 2 1when




2 1 (which is equivalent to the sub-ergotropywork extraction γ<0). To interpret these
result, note thatqbit in (6) corresponds to the extractable work on average from ρ, i.e. its ergotropy [9] (see also
discussion in (14)). Hence, this result shows that we can extract deterministically a proportion 1−γ of the total
average extractable work from ρ⊗Nwith a failure probability that decays exponentially with γ2N (see ﬁgure 1).
These results are a direct consequence of concentration results in probability theory, in particular of
Hoeffding’s inequality. Yet, it is important to distinguish it from the standard thermodynamic limit inwhich the
relative size ofﬂuctuations disappears as N1 . To illustrate this point, consider a simple protocol wherework
is extracted from each qubit individually. Energy is transferred from S toW by iteratively applying the energy-
preserving unitary that swaps + ñ « ñ∣ ∣j j0, 1 1, " j, where ñ º ñ Ä ñ∣ ∣ ∣a b a b, S W , successively for each of theN
copies. AfterN iterations, the state ofW is described by s = å - ñá -= ( )∣ ∣C p j j N j N2 2 .W jN Nj0 Thework
distribution s= á ñ( ) ∣ ∣P w w wW is hence a binomial distribution centred at ná ñ = -( )w N p2 1 with standard
deviation m n= -( )Np p1 . Hence, this protocol is essentially probabilistic and becomes only reliable by
considering a conﬁndence interval   ( )N Nqbit 4 .This is contrast with the fast convergence to a
deterministic process of global protocols suggested by (8). This difference appears in protocols that extract less
than N qbit.
This simple example demonstrates the capabilities of global protocols for reducingwork ﬂuctuations. This is
illustrated inﬁgure 2, wherewe plot wg˜( )P , with w g= -g ( )N 1qbit , as a function of γ and for differentNʼs.
Note, for example, that one can extract 2/3 of the average extractable work from ρ⊗Nwith success probability
»˜ { }P 0.90, 0.92, 0.97, 0.99 by collectively processingN={10, 25, 50, 100} copies of the state. On the other
hand, the success probability of protocols that attempt to extractmore than N qbit rapidly decays to zero.
Applying global operations can be quite challenging as it involves synchronised interaction ofmany
particles. Imagine a scenario where the number of population inverted spinsNtot is of the order of thousands.
The goal is to extract ktotνworkwith some success probability P0 (P0 is very close to one). Doing a global
operation on all of them togetherwould be optimal in terms of theminimisation ofﬂuctuations, but it would
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the difference between local and global protocols for work extraction ofN qubits with excitation
probability p and n = 1.Whereas local protocols always have ﬂuctuationsµ N which diminish the success probabilityP(w), global
protocols can exponentially supress by sacriﬁcing a small portion γ of the average available work (ergotropy).
4
Other protocols that act locally on each copy of rÄN have a similar scaling á ñ µw N and m µ N due to the law of large numbers.
3
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more practical to divide the total number spin to sets of about dozens each, and apply a simpler global operation
multiple on each set. Thus, it is useful to evaluate what is the smallest number of spins needed for achieving the






















work extraction is guaranteedwith success probability of at least P0. As an examplewe consider spins with
probability p=0.95 to be in the excited state. The blue curve inﬁgure 3 shows the exact number of spins needed
to guarantee a success probability of 0.99, as a function of the extractedwork. The red curve shows the estimation
ofNusing (8) and the relative entropy bound (11) is shown in green.
3.Disappearance ofworkﬂuctuations in thermally isolated systems
In this sectionwe show that the behaviour explained in the previous section for a collection of spins is in fact a
generic property of work-extraction protocols. Inwhat follows, we prove that
w g- -g-˜ ( ) ( ) ( )P d N c1 exp , 122 2
with
w g= -g- ( ) ( )N1 , 13
where g Î ( )0, 1 and is themaximal extractable work on average from a diagonal state ρ (i.e. its ergotropy);
whereas c and d in (12) are parameters that depend on the initial conditions (the initial state ρ andHamiltonian
HS). Expressions (12) and (13)naturally connect average boundswith almost-deterministic protocols for work
Figure 2.Maximal success probability wg˜( )P as a function of the deviation from the ergotropy γ, with w g r= +g ( ) ( )N1 erg and
where r( )erg is the ergotropy given in (6). Parameters: p=0.8.
Figure 3.The exactminimal number of spins with population inversion (p=0.95)needed to extract different values of work
(computed throughw=kν)with success probability of 0.99 is shown in blue. The green (blue) curve showour relative entropy
(quadratic) bound.
4
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extraction. A direct consequence of this result is to provide a bound on theminimal number of copies that we
need to globally process in order to extract w g- with success probability 1−ò,  g( ) ( )N d cln .2 2
Consider that S ismade up ofN identical (d-level) qudit systems, each of themwith aHamiltonian
n= å ñá= ∣ ∣h i iid i1 and an initial diagonal state r = å ñá= ∣ ∣p i iid i1 . The total state reads ρ⊗N and the total
Hamiltonian is non-interacting,  = å Ä Ä= Ä - Ä - +H hS iN i N i1 1 1. The state is thermally isolated, so that work
can only be extracted via controlled operations. Then, a crucial quantity is the ergotropy of ρ [9]
 r r rº -( ) ( ( )) ( )hTr , 14erg pas
where ρpas is the passive state associated to ρ [10, 11]
år = ñá∣ ∣ ( )p i i , 15
i
ipas
with pi being the eigenvalues of ρ ordered in decreasing order. r( )erg quantiﬁes the average extractable work
from ρ bymeans of unitary operations as r r r-( ( ) ( )†h U UTr erg , "U 5. That is, it quantiﬁes howmuch
accessible energy on average is stored in ρ.
While the ergotropy deﬁned in [9] deals with averagework, herewe aim to consider probabilistic work-
extraction protocols. For that, as in the previous section, we consider an auxiliarywork-repositoryW, which can
accept energy from S. The possible work values are given by energy differences ofHS, which can bewritten as
å n= -
=
( ) ( )w n m 16
i
d
i i in m,
1
with º ¼( )n n nn , , , d1 2 , Î [ ]n N0,i ,å =n Ni i and similarly form. The spectrumofW is taken to be non-
degenerate and dense enough to accept all possiblewn,m.
We nowproceed toﬁnd a lower bound on ˜( )P w as deﬁned in (3), where themaximisation runs over all
unitaries satisfying (1). The possible values ofw are given by (16)with all possiblewn,m.We focus on a subset of
those, deﬁned by
g- = - - º⎢⎣ ⎥⎦( )( ) ( )n m N p p k1 , 17i i i i i
where g Î ( )0, 1 , and the⌊ ⌋... ensures that the ki arenatural numbers. This canbeunderstood as awork-extraction
protocolwhichmoves the probability of theS′ initial stateswith energy nå ji i i to target states of Swith energynå -( )j ki i i i," j. As a consequence,W raises from0 to n g r= å » -( ) ( )w k N1i i i erg . Given this protocol,
the calculation of ˜( )P w is conceptually similar to the previous qubit example, but becomes considerablymore
involved and is carried out in appendixA. There, using standard concentration techniques in information theory
[7, 8, 31]), we show that (12) and (13) are satisﬁedwith  r= ( )erg , d=dSwhere dS is thedimension ofh, and
where c, at leading order in 1/N andγ, is given by
å å
r r=



















where º h p pi i i andwhere r s( ∣∣ )S is the relative entropy.We stress that the expression (18) for c is correct up
to corrections of order( )N1 and g( )2 , theﬁrst order corrections in( )N1 is provided in appendix A.
An exciting property of passive states is the phenomenon of activation [10–14, 32], whichmeans that
 rÄ( )Nerg can be larger than  r( )N erg . That is, by collectively processing ρ⊗Nmore averagework can be
extracted. Interestingly, Alicki and Fannes showed in [32] that for  ¥N ,
 r r r wº = - b¥
Ä
( ) ( ) ( ( ( ))) ( )
N





whereωβ (h) is a thermal state, w ºb b b- -( ) ( )h e Tr eH H , whose temperature is deﬁned by r w= b( ) ( ( ))S S h
with r r r= -( ) ( )S Tr ln theVonNeumann entropy6.Note that (19) can be also obtained through catalytic
transformations [14], and that the state after the transformation is a completely passive state, i.e. a Gibbs state,
which is useless for work extraction [10–12].
A natural question then arises: can one extract a large proportion of the fundamental bound (19) almost
deterministically? In appendix B, we answer this question positively.More precisely, we consider a protocol
deﬁned by
5
It is interesting to note that the ergotropy also bounds the average extractable work in the presence ofW, as given by the average energy
change inW. For that, one needs an extra assumption on the unitaries allowed, namely theymust commutewith the translation operator on
W [37]. In this case, the effective action of the operations on S corresponds to amixture of unitary operations, fromwhich nomorework
than the ergotropy can be extracted.
6
In this case, temperature is amathematical parameter, with no physicalmeaning associated to an external thermal reservoir.
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g- = - - º⎢⎣ ⎥⎦( )( ) ( )n m N p p k1 , 20i i i i ith th
where g Î ( )0, 1 , and pith are the populations ofωβ(h), i.e. w = å ñáb ( ) ∣ ∣h p i ii ith . For such kithʼs, we then show
that (12) and (13) are satisﬁedwith  r= ( )ergglob , d=dS, andwhere c can be inferred from (18) by replacing
r w« b ( )hpas and « ºh h p pi i i ith. th . This value of c holds up to corrections( )N1 , which are expected to
appear as (19) can only be achieved for largeN.
We illustrate these results inﬁgure 4, wherewe compute exactly ˜( )P w for 50 copies of a qutrit system. From
theﬁgure it becomes clear that there aremany possible protocols corresponding to different choices ofwn,m, and
that the choices (17) and (20) performparticularly well, especially the latter. In fact, numerical results suggest
that (20) rapidly becomes optimal with increasingN.
4.Disappearance ofworkﬂuctuations for systems in contact with a thermal bath
Wenowmove to the case where Smay be put in contact with a thermal bathB at temperature 1/β. In this case,
the average extractable work from ρwith internalHamiltonian h is given by the non-equilibrium free energy
change [33–37]
 r r w= - b( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( )F h F h h, , , 21th
where r r r= -( ) ( ) ( )F h h TS, Tr , with r r r= -( ) ( )S Tr ln and w =b b b- -( ) ( )h e Tr eh h , the temperature
being nowprovided byB. The expression (21) bounds the extractable work on average of a generic ρwithB, and
can be interpreted as a formulation of the second law of thermodynamics with a single bath. Note also that
 r r= Ä( ) ( )N Nth th when the totalHamiltonianHS is a sumof non-interacting hʼs, so there is no possible
activation here.
Nowwemove toprobabilisticwork-extractionprotocols onρ⊗N in contactwithB.We consider
r = å ñá= ∣ ∣p i iid i1 , i.e. diagonal states,with internalHamiltonian n= å ñá= ∣ ∣h i iid i1 withν1=0 for convenience.
Thebathhas an internalHamiltonianHB and starts in aGibbs state,ωβ(HB)—see appendixC for details on the
spectra ofB. The totalHamiltonian is thenH=HS+HB+HW, and the initial state reads s r= ÄÄN
w Ä ñáb ( ) ∣ ∣H 0 0B .Work is extracted by raisingW from0 tow throughunitaries that preserve the total energy, [H,
U]=0.This framework is commonly employed in resource-theoretic [18, 38, 39] and single-shot (N= 1) [24, 5, 6,
17–23, 18, 25, 40] studies of thermodynamics.
Our goal is toﬁnd ˜( )P w in (3), and in particular to prove(12). In appendix C, we bound ˜( )P w in (3) by
combining the techniques developed in [5]with notions of typicality and concentration results in probability




b( ∣∣ ( )) ( )c S h
pln
. 22
i i i i
where r wb( ∣∣ ( ))S h is the relative entropy, that satisﬁes r w b r=b( ∣∣ ( )) ( )S h th . Note that c>0 and that this
result holds for everyﬁniteN.
Our results hence show that by sacriﬁcing a proportion (1−γ) of the extractedwork allows for
exponentially reducing itsﬂuctuations. This is possible through collective operations. To give a feeling of these
results, in appendixDwe compute exactly ˜( )P w for a qubit system, which in particular shows that one can
Figure 4. wg˜( )P as a function of γ, with w g r= +g ( ) ( )1 ergglob for 20 copies of a qutrit system ρwith populations {p0, p1, p2}={0.2,
0.2, 0.6} and internalHamiltonian h={0, 1, 8}. The blue dots correspond to ˜( )P wn m, " n m, , whereas the orange and green dots
correspond to the choices (17) and (20), respectively.
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extract 2/3 of the free energy of ρ⊗Nwith a success probability {0.92, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0} by processing ρ⊗N
collectively withN={10, 25, 50, 100} (see appendixD formore results).
While so farwe have assumed γ to be aﬁnite ﬁxed number, let us now consider the limit g ¥⟶ 0N . In
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Hence both ˜( )P w 0 and  r ( )w N th in the thermodynamic limit N1 0. Alternatively, onemay
choose g = - ( ) ( )d c Nln2 2 , so that one allows aﬁnite error òwhile  r= +( ) ( )w N N1th .With this
choice, we recover the same behaviour foundwithin single-shot thermodynamics [5, 6, 18, 24, 39], where the
usualmindset is to allow a smallﬁnite error ò in order to extractw exactly. Summarising, by appropriately
choosing γ as a function ofN, one can interpolate between two regimes of work extraction from ρ⊗N: (i)the one
presented here, where oneﬁxes the extractedwork, as g= -( )w N1 , and observes an exponential decay of
the failure probability, and (ii)the single-shot regime, where one ﬁxes a (small) failure probability, and
maximises the extractedworkﬁnding  r= +( ) ( )w N N1th [5, 6, 18, 24, 39]. Other choices of γ lead to
interesting interplays, such as (23), between the success probability and the extractedwork. These different
asymptotic scenarios are known as small, large, andmoderate deviation regime in the context of information
theory (see [41] and references therein).
Finally, let us brieﬂy comment on the notion of work used here,based on a transition  w0 in the state ofW
[5, 18].When transitions betweenmore energy levels ofW are considered,apparent violations of the second law
can appear [20, 42, 43],which can be avoided by either accounting for the entropy increase in the state ofW
[20, 42] or by restricting to protocols that act onW in a translationally invariantmanner [37]. In this sense,we
note that (i) since ˜( )P w 1 the entropy gain can be neglected inmost cases,and that (ii) it is possible to adapt
the protocols derived here to satisfy translational invariance inWwithoutmodifying ˜( )P w 7. Another relevant
question is the presence of quantum coherence in ρ.While the coherent part of r( )th cannot be extracted for
Uʼs that commutewith the totalHamiltonian, it can by considering global protocols on ρ⊗N[44–46]—note that,
since such protocols do not rely onB, they can also be applied to r( )ergglob . This is yet another interesting effect of
collective protocols.
5. Conclusions
Wehave shown that collective operations can extremely reducework ﬂuctuations, which can decrease
exponential withN-the number of copies being processed. This is in contrast to the standard ‘thermodynamic
limit’, where the relative size ofﬂuctuations decays slowly as N1 . The exponential decay (12) ofwork
ﬂuctuations has been proven for generic systems both in the presence and absence of a thermal bath, providing a
bound on the exponential decay for each case. This result contributes to our understanding of global effects in
quantum thermodynamics, and in this sense we note that previous results have shown that global operations can
extractmore averagework [32, 47–54] and in a fastermanner [55–61].
A high level of control has been assumed to obtain these results and arguably one of themost interesting
questions is towhich extent they can be observed experimentally. As recently proposed in [58], a promising
candidate are architectures based upon theDickemodel [62], which allow for generating genuinely collective
interactions. Another interesting proposal is the one of [63] based on Josephson junctions, that would allow for
testing various properties of work extraction protocols, including collective effects. These proposals open the
door for experimental observations of some of the results reported here in near-future experiments.
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7
For that, note that the optimal unitary of the different protocolsmap ñ  - ñ∣ ∣E E w w, 0 , , " E andﬁxedw, andwhereW are states of
S (or SB). This action can be extended to a unitary satisfying translational invariance onW by considering the protocol ñ «∣E x,
- + ñ∣E w x w, , " E x, . It is simple to see that this unitary does not change ( )P wsuc. , but simply adds another peak at -( )P w which is
negligible when »( )P w 1suc. .
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AppendixA. Lower bounds on P˜ forNqudits in thermally isolated systems
Weconsider that S to bemade up ofN identical qudit systems, with aHamiltonian
 = å Ä Ä= Ä - Ä - +H hS iN i S N i1 1 1with n= å ñá= ∣ ∣h i iS id i1 , and an initial diagonal state ρ⊗Nwith
r = å ñá= ∣ ∣p i iid i1 . The possible values of work are given by energy differences within S
å n= -( ) ( )w n m , A.1kl
i
i i i
where Î [ ]n m N, 0,i i , are natural numbers withå = å =n m Ni i i i .We assume that the spectraHW of the
work repositoryW system is dense enough so that it can accept the values of work (A.1). Onemay take it to be
continuous, ò= ñá∣ ∣H x x x xdW , but in principle this is not necessary. It is convenient to introduce the vector
notation º ¼{ }k k kk , , , d1 2 ,
=
=



















withå == k Nid i1 .
The average extractable work from ρ (under unitary operations on S, but note also (see footnote 5)) is
bounded by its ergotropy [9]
 å n= -
=





where pi are theprobabilities piordered indecreasing order, + p pi i1 , " i.Wewish to extract deterministically an
amount ofwork g= -( )w N1 by acting globally onρ⊗N andW.For thatwe take theni,mi in (A.1) to satisfy
º - ( )k n m A.5i i i
with
g= - - ⌊ ( )( )⌋ ( )k N p p1 , A.6i i i
where the⌊⌋is introduced to ensure that the ni are natural numbers. Inwhat followswe use that
g» - - ( )( ) ( )k N p p1 A.7i i i
and assume (A.7) for the sake ofmathematical tractability (whenwe consider numerical simulationswe use
(A.6)). It is important to recognise that there aremany other choices ofn that could lead to the desired
g= -( )w N1 . For example, one can simply increase n1 while taking nj=0with j>1. The choice (A.7)will
however turn out to be crucial for the proof.
We now consider the calculation of ˜( )P w . Proceeding as in themain text, we have that at a global energy
n= åE ni i i of SW:
• Initial state (r = ñá∣ ∣0 0W ). There are CNn states with population p(k) for each k.
• Target state (r = ñá∣ ∣w wW ). There are -CNn k states, all of themwith zero population.
Then, sincewe can onlymove energies in degenerate levels, we obtain
å= -˜( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P w C C p nmin , . A.8N N
n
n n k
Inwhat follows, weﬁnd -( )C Cmin ,N Nn n k within the typical subspace of S (see, e.g. [31]). To deﬁne the typical
subspace, let ¼ ñ∣i i, , N1 with Î ¼{ }i d0, 1, ,j be an energy eigenstate of S, and d= å =nl jN i l1 ,j the number of lʼs
in ¼ ñ∣i i, , N1 . The (strong) δ-typical subspace  dS is deﬁned by eigenstates whose nityp satisfy -∣ ∣p n Ni itypd " i (and assuming ¹p 0i ). For convenience, let us alsomake the formal choice
d g= ( )c A.9
where c is still to be deﬁned. Then, we canwrite a typical state as
g= +( ) ( )n N p c A.10i i ityp
withå =c 0i i and cic. Combining (A.10)with (A.7)we obtain
g- = + + - ( ( )) ( )n k N p c p p . A.11i i i i i ityp
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wherewe applied Stirling’s approximation p= +! ( ( ))N NN N2 e 1 1N N . Expanding for small γwe
further obtain
 
å åg r r g
g
























































where r = å ñá∣ ∣p i ii ipas , r r( ∣∣ )S pas is the relative entropy, r r = å -=  ( ∣∣ ) ( )S p p plnid i i ipas 1 . Let us write the ci as
a= ( )c c A.14i i












we can already anticipate that there is a sufﬁciently small positive c such that -( )C Cln 0N Nn k ntyp typ αi, and hence








































































In order toﬁnd a bound that is independent of theαiʼs, we canmaximise the denominator of (A.15). For that, we
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weﬁnally arrive at the choice for δ (A.9)
  åd


































Herewemultiplied the term( )N1 2 by γ because for γ=0we have that = -C CN Nk k ntyp typ , and hence itmust
vanish.Note that the choice (A.18) only depends on γ and on the initial state, deﬁned by p .
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Hence, all that is left is to evaluate the population in the δ-typical subspace, i.e. the probability that






























































where in the ﬁrst inequality we used union bound of probability theory, and in the second inequality we used the
Hoeffding’s inequality. Because δ is proportional to γ as in (A.18), we obtain the desired decay inNγ2 with
corrections of order  g( )N 3 and  g( )
N
1 2 . Absorbing the factor 2 into c, we obtained the desired result from the
main text.
Appendix B. Passivity, complete passivity, andworkﬂuctuations
In this section, we extend our previous results when (A.4) is substituted by the global bound
 r r r wº = - b¥
Ä
( ) ( ) ( ( ( ))) ( )( )
N





whereωβ(h) is a thermal state, w ºb b b- -( ) ( )h e Tr eh h , whose temperature is deﬁned by r w= b( ) ( ( ))S S h with
r r r= -( ) ( )S Tr ln theVonNeumann entropy. It is convenient to expandωβ(h),




In order to extend our previous considerations, the key idea is to chose the ni in (A.5) as
g= - -⌊ ( )( )⌋ ( )k N p p1 , B.3i i ith.
and againwe assume
g» - -( )( ) ( )k N p p1 , B.4i i ith.
for the sake of analytical tractability. Proceeding as in the previous section, one then obtains























th. th. th. th.
typ
typ
wherewe nowkeep only highest orders inN. Expanding over γ as before


































wherewe used that S(ρ)=S(ωβ(h)). At this point, the proof proceeds in complete analogywith the previous
























with =h p pi i ith , i=1,K, d.
AppendixC. Lower bounds on P˜ in the presence of a bath
Let us start bymaking explainingHB following [5]. Denote by eB an energy ofB and by g(eB) its degeneracy, and
recall thatB is assumed to be in aGibbs stateωβ(HB). Then, we assume that there exists a subset  of thewhole
spectrum { eB }, in which gB(eB) increases exponentially and satisﬁes - = b-( ) ( )g e e g e eB B S B b eS, where eS is any
energy of S—see [5] formore details. For short-range interacting systems, the subset  contains 1−ò of the
population ofωβ(HB), with ò approaching 0with the size ofB [64]. Therefore, inwhat followswe assume thatB is
sufﬁciently large so that ò≈0, and henceHB is well described by the subset  .
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Having deﬁnedB, we nowproceed as in the last section and consider work extraction from ρ⊗N, with
r = å ñá= ∣ ∣p i iid i1 and n= å ñá= ∣ ∣H i iS id i1 . The initial state of SBW being r wÄ Ä ñábÄ ( ) ∣ ∣H 0 0N B . Finding ˜( )P w
essentially boils down tomoving states in the degenerate energy levels of SBW. Let usﬁx a total energyE for SBW
and note that (using the notation (A.2) and (A.3)),
• Initial state. GivenW at ñ∣0 , n= åe nS i i i and n= - åe E nB i i i, there are b n- å( )g E Ce n Nki i i states at total
energy E, eachwith probability  b b n- - å ( )p ne eE n1 i i i and " n.
• Target state. GivenW at ñ∣w , n= åe nS i i i and n= - å -e E n wB i i i , there are bw b n- - å( )g E Ce e n Nni i i states
at total energy E (each of them initially with 0 probability), and " n.
We nowwish tomove the probabilities of the initial to the target state, which has b-e w less states, in each
degenerate energy levelE. Since the scenario is identical for each global energy, we can focus on a particular E
with a degeneracy g(E)=g, whichwe take to be a very large number. By normalising the probabilities within this
subspace, we can reformulate the setting as: in a subspace of SBWwithﬁxed global energy, the initial state of
SBW has normalised populations of the form
= åb n-( ) ( ) ( )p g pn ne C.1nini. 1 i i i
with degeneracies
= åb n-( ) ( )g g Cn e , C.2n Nnini. i i i
with = ! !C N nN i in and ni=0, ..,Nwithå =n Ni i . On the other hand, in the target state, whereW is atω,
has degeneracies
= åb w n- +( ) ( )( )g g Cn e . C.3n Nntar i i i
The total number of states in the target state is then given by
 å å= = =åbw b n bw bn b w- - - - - + b⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )







i i i S
Toﬁnd ˜( )P w , in principle one has tomove the tar biggest populations of the initial state to the target state. This
leads to a set of inequalities that are directly related to the concept of thermomajorisation [5]. In order to obtain a
simple and analytic result, here wewill insteadmove the typical subspace of S, henceﬁnding a lower bound on
˜( )P w . Recall that the (strong) δ-typical subspace  dS is deﬁned by eigenstates that satisfy d dÎ - +[ ]n N p p,l ,
" l with δ>0where d= å =nl jN i l1 ,j is the number of lʼs in the state ¼ ñ∣i i, , N1 . The number of states in  dS can be
upper bounded by r d+( ( ) )eN S C with = -åC plni i for Î ( )p 0, 1i [31]. This allows us to upper bound the
number of typical states of SBW at global energyE in the initial state




d b n d b n d r d
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i i i i
The goal now is toﬁnd the largest δ that guarantees   d( )tar typ.ini., so thatwe canmove thewhole population









i i i i
Putting everything together, and proceeding exactly as in (A.20), we obtain
 å åg
b r



















i i i i
2 th
2
with  r g= -( )( )w N 1th , andwherewe used that r r w= - b( ) ( ) ( ( ))F F hth . This shows the desired
exponential decaywithNγ2, which ismultiplied by a function that depends onβ and on S throughHS and ρS.
AppendixD.Numerical computation of ˜( )P w
Herewe discuss how to compute ˜( )P w exactly by numericalmeans. First of all, in the case of thermally isolated
systems, because of the high degeneracies, we can describe the state effectively with a vector of dimension≈N.
Then, we can compute ˜( )P w by computing exactly (4).
The exact numerical calculation of ˜( )P w when the thermal bath is present ismore involved. Essentially, to
compute ˜( )P w wewant tomove asmuch probability as possible from the initial state to the target state at each
11
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energy levelE (see section appendix C). As explained in section appendix C, we recall that it is enough to focus on
a single energy level E. In particular, we need tomove the tar (given in (C.4)) biggest populations of the initial
state to the target state.We do so numerically for the case of qubits with population p. The populations of the
initial state can bewritten as
= - =b n bn- - - + - - + -( ) ( ) ( )( ( )) ( )p k g p p ge 1 e D.1k k N k k p p n pini 1 1 ln ln 1 ln 1
with degeneracy
= b n-( ) ( )g k g Ce . D.2k Nkini
From (D.1), we see that the probability decreases/increasesmonotonically with k if bn + - -( )p pln ln 1 is
negative/positive. Hence, we can construct a simple algorithm as follows:
(i) Choose a large number for g (inﬁgureD1we take =g 2104), which approximately sets the dimension ofB. If
g is large enough, the results become independent of it.
(ii) Check if bn + - -( )p pln ln 1 is negative/positive.
(iii) If it is negative:
• for k=0, ﬁll ( )g 0ini states of the target state with probability pin(0). Increase k by 1.
• for k=1, ﬁll gini(1) states of the target state with probability pin(1). Increase k by 1.
• Idem for larger kʼs until all states of the target state are ﬁlled, i.e. one reaches tar given in (C.4).
(iv) If it is positive:
• for k=k,ﬁll gini(k) states of the target statewith probability pini(N). Decrease k by 1.
• for k=N−1,ﬁll dini(N−1) states of the target statewith probability pini(N−1). Decrease k by 1.
• Idem for smaller kʼs until all states of the target state are ﬁlled.
This protocol ensures that asmuch probability as possible has been transferred to the target state. Results for
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